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Abstract. Activity recognition within ambient environments is a highly
non-trivial process. Such procedures can be managed using rule based
systems in monitoring human behavior. However, designing and verifica-
tion of such systems is laborious and time-consuming. We present a rule
verification system that uses model checking techniques to ensure rule
validity. This system also performs correction of erroneous rules automat-
ically, therefore reducing reliance on manual rule checking, verification
and correction.
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1 Introduction

The challenges facing Ambient Assisted Living systems are in providing activity
recognition of assisted people and also rendering adequate assistive services. Rule
based activity recognition is able to provide dependable assistance services based
on sensors integrated into the living ambient environment [2, 8]. The rules within
the system define the activities to be recognized. However, the correctness and
reliability of the rule base remain a non-trivial problem. Incorrect or vague rules
could impair the system’s capability in determining activities, which could then
result in a lack of, or inappropriate service to be offered. Unreliable rules would
also provide a misleading reflection of the actual situation, which is unacceptable
in mission-critical or urgent scenarios. The task in correcting relatively large rule
repositories is considerably laborious. Therefore there is a need to construct a
system that is able to verify and ensure the specificity of rules, and to also
automatically correct the erroneous rules.

We deploy a rule based activity recognition system, known as AMUPADH
[3] in PeaceHaven nursing home1. We illustrate the challenges found by our rule
based activity recognition systems:

1 http://www.salvationarmy.org/smm/www smm singapore.nsf/vw-
sublinks/01F5FF03C34EED77802571260011BE69
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• The AMUPADH system incorporates a reasoning engine that performs ac-
tivity recognition based on rules that are pre-determined by domain experts,
which in this case pertains to nurses and caregivers stationed at PeaceHaven.
These rules assist the system in monitoring residents’ activities and provide
the appropriate reminder prompt to residents through reasoning.

• We observe that although monitored residents perform Activities of Daily
Living that is consistent with prior information provided by nurses, there
are still occasions where information provided by nurses is insufficient to
construct a system that can recognize all the resident’s activities. Hence, it
is possible that the system could still provide erroneous prompts.

• We determine that these issues are a result of the rules’ inability to infer and
recognize all activities based only on first order descriptive logic. Rules are
also created with logic loopholes due to unawareness of actual scenarios. We
are also unable to fully capture factors involved in the changing ambient en-
vironment within our rules. Therefore such logic flaws could only be exposed
during actual deployments and due to limited granularity and coverage of
our sensors, in addition to uncertainties within the ambient environment,
the manually defined rules did not perform up to expectations.

• The resulting system thus becomes very difficult to debug because of the
relatively large number of rules and various scenarios that have to be tested
in actual deployments to ensure the system is working.

We propose ACARP, an automatic approach which is based on exhaustive
manipulation of all possible scenarios to tackle this rule verification problem.

• We perform formal verification of critical system properties through the us-
age of model checking techniques and PAT [10] model checker to verify pro-
posed properties as defined in Section 3.4. Automatic correction strategies
of the detected errors are provided in the tool to ease the management of
the rules. Through the usage of ACARP, we discovered unexpected bugs and
system design flaws within our AMUPADH system.

• CSP# [9] is an expressive modeling language which is adopted in ACARP
as formalism to model resident behaviors since it combines high-level com-
positional operators obtained within CSP with low-level programming con-
structs. Communications within the system are modeled using synchronous
channel communications.

• Patients’ behaviors within our model are detected through ambient sensors
via event synchronization and activity recognition is conducted by feeding
sensor inputs into the rule engine, which would then generate appropriate
responses to be forwarded as reminder prompts.

• The modeling of our context-aware system is based on the common architec-
ture of current context-aware systems, such that other context-aware systems
can also be modeled in a similar fashion.
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2 Related Works

In rules verification, anomalies are identified and classified into different cate-
gories. Various algorithms are proposed to detect anomalies in order to build ro-
bust systems. Ligeza and Nalepa [6] reported state-of-the-art rule representation
and types of inferences. Taxonomies of rule anomalies are proposed regarding re-
dundancy, consistency, completeness and determinism. However, their rules are
simple compared to context-aware rules that are used in our system. In addition,
there was no discussion regarding the detection and resolution of anomalies too.

Drools verifier [1] from JBOSS community also performs rules verification.
This tool searches for anomalies such as redundancy and subsumption but their
approach is based on merely syntax analyzing and it lacks the ability in discov-
ering high level semantic errors such as conflicting rules.

Preece et al. [7] surveyed the verification of rule based systems focusing on
detecting anomalies. They described four types of anomalies regarding redun-
dancy, ambivalence, circularity and deficiency. Five rule verification tools are
compared based on their capability of detecting the four anomalies. They pro-
vide insights on underlying principles of rule verification and state of the art in
building a tool for carrying the task. However, their definitions for anomalies
and the surveyed algorithms are not directly applicable to our system. Firstly,
their methods are based on the syntax and semantic logics between rules instead
of the rule effects on the system behavior. Secondly, the algorithms are mostly
designed for goal driven rules, such that the conditions and consequents of a rule
have strong causal connections and consequences are true only when all condi-
tions of a rule are satisfied. This might not necessarily be true in our ACARP
system.

Researchers in [5] used Ambient Calculus to model a location sensitive smart
guiding system in a hospital. The mobility issue is well modeled and reasoned
in their work using modelling methods, but without adopting a rule-based ap-
proach. Our work is able to adopt hierarchical modeling languages which is also
supported by model checkers like PAT for automatic verification.

Therefore, new methods for analyzing rules in our ACARP system are needed
in consideration of our context-aware rules.

3 ACARP Rule Checking System

Rules and their respective rule engines are considered to be an important part of
human behavior and activity monitoring systems. Rules can be complicated and
crucial for real-time and mission critical applications, especially for healthcare
purposes. However, it is difficult to manually discover and correct errors within
relatively large number of rules. As evidenced in the modeling and verification of
the AMUPADH system, rules can be checked using model checking techniques,
and counter examples reported by model checkers can be used to identify possible
errors in the rules. In the following subsections, we explain how ACARP can
parse Drools rules into CSP# and also auto-correct rules. Special properties of
rules are discussed and defined within this work.
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Fig. 1. Auto Correction System Component Diagram

3.1 Drools Reasoning Engine

The Drools [4] reasoning engine contains rules that can be written using first
order descriptive logic. Rules are able to handle scenarios with multiple con-
ditions(IFs) and consequences(THENs). Context-aware reasoning engine [11] is
proposed and implemented within our AMUPADH system. However, compli-
cated scenarios with overlapping activities cause logic flaws and some rules are
unnecessarily activated. When certain rules are changed, other rules dependent
on these modified rules can become redundant. Additional rules that are inserted
to complement present rules can also further complicate the system.

We tried overcoming these problems by appropriately classifying the rulesets
into different groups of rules. Any modifications made to a group of rules would
affect only rules within the particular group. However, this is not a perfect solu-
tion as there would still be situations where rule conflicts would occur between
different rule groups which are used to monitor the entire smart home. Therefore
the model checker PAT would be used to help resolve this problem by performing
rule checking and verification.

3.2 System Workflow

As shown in Figure 1, the system is designed to incorporate a parser that takes
Drools rules and Java classes as input, so that the system can automatically
produce a model in PAT. PAT subsequently checks the newly-created rule model
against the properties defined in Section 3.4. If some properties are satisfied, a
counterexample will be reported. PAT then analyzes and traces the report to
locate the erroneous rules and autocorrect them according to predefined logic,
or the system can also alert users to perform manual correction.
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3.3 Auto-modeling of Drools rules

We use Drools because it is a popular rules platform widely adopted in research
fields and industries. Drools Expert2 is an open source rule engine maintained by
JBOSS community. It is broadly applied in recommendation, financial security
and other business systems. The language syntax of specifying Drools rules is
based on first order descriptive logic and external methods and classes written in
Java can easily be used in Drools. PAT supports both of these features such that
first order logic can be directly mapped to its form in CSP#, and Java classes
can be parsed into C# external library, which can be called in CSP# models.
Therefore, we parse Drools rule syntax into CSP# in PAT.

For usage of temporal rules with our approach, users are required to use the
Real-Time System (RTS) module within PAT. Our approach in this paper as-
sumes sensor inputs are true and without uncertainty. The full syntax of Drools
is quite expressive and the general pattern is shown in the example below. In-
terested readers are encouraged to read [4] and [11] for details.

rule "Person lies on BedA, Wrong Bed"

when s1: Sensor(id == "RFID", name != "PersonA")

Sensor(id == "BedA", state == "LYING")

msg: MessageInterface()

then msg.send("Error: " + s1.getName() + " is lying on wrong bed.");

end

The above rule example obtained from the AMUPADH system clearly defines
the conditions and consequences describing the situation of a person lying on
the wrong bed. The bed has a RFID reader and pressure sensors installed. When
a person other than “PersonA” uses the bed and registers a pressure status of
LY ING, an alert message is sent . Note that the symbol “s1” gives a name to
an object or field that can be later quoted in the scope of this rule and “Sensor”
can be viewed as a field or a point for external method call or object reference.

Parsing DROOLS rule to CSP# After identifying the general pattern of
Drools rules, the mapping of rules are defined in this section.The rule engine
consists of the main rule file and the Java classes that specify global variables
and external methods. We manage the parsing process as listed below:

Step 1: Extract Shared Information For the purpose of easy management,
the shared information is declared and kept in Java classes instead of rule
files. This information includes the global variables and constants.

Step 2: Mapping Rules into CSP# The parser processes the rules one at a
time and splits the rule into three parts, namely the rule name, conditions
and consequences by reading the keywords rule, when and then respectively.
We then map the Drools rule into CSP# by mapping rule names into rule as-
sociated comments, the conditions to ifa expressions, and the consequences
into ifa statements, so as to point to the next rule.

2 Drools Expert: http://www.jboss.org/drools/drools-expert.html
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The two-step parsing tool automates the process of modeling rules and re-
duces the time required for verifying rulesets. When operators like && are used
to differentiate rule priorities, human intervention might be required in rewrit-
ing certain Java classes into C#. However, experience shows that this effort is
minimal, since Java classes are seldom changed during system development.

Users who understand the context and usage of the rules are most suited for
conducting this process as the generated model’s performance is dependent on
the user’s expertise in accurately translating rules and inclusion of additional
embedded semantics from Java classes into the PAT model. Our approach is
currently unable to treat rules with priorities and rule chaining, but these are
extensible work in progress. The choice of using a different rule engine is also
possible, but it would need to adhere to PAT’s input requirements.

3.4 Auto-detection and Auto-correction of Rules Anomalies

We model anomalies as properties within PAT. Based on results and feedback
obtained from the AMUPADH system deployed at PeaceHaven nursing home,
we identify the following critical properties:

− Property 1: Non-reachable rules
Non-reachable rules are trivial as some rules’ conditions are never satis-
fied during ruleset execution. These rules can be unintentionally introduced
by rule developers. Although the system’s correctness is unaffected, they
add complexity to the model and slow down the rules evaluation process.
Detection of these rules is done by checking if every rule is reachable during
the exhaustive search of system state space. Correction by automatically
removing such unnecessary rules is offered by the ACARP system.

− Property 2: Redundant rules
Redundant rules are occurrences of multiple firing rules that produce identi-
cal system results. We define two kinds of redundant rules, duplicated rules
and overlapping rules. The former refer to rules that have same conditions
and consequences, whereas the latter applies to rules with same conditions
but different consequences. The detection of these rules can be done by check-
ing if the two rules in question are overlapping and always fire together. We
perform correction on these rules, by removing one of the rules if both sets
of conditions and consequences are identical. If the consequences are differ-
ent and not conflicting, we merge them into a single rule and classify the
remaining rules as conflicting rules.

− Property 3: Logically Conflicting Rules
Logically conflicting rules are rules that satisfy all conditions at a particular
state, but the consequences are not logically sound and thus are conflicting.
This property cannot be easily detected in routine system tests and the pos-
sibility in finding this property using additional model checking techniques is
still dependent on the designers’ experience in finding such rules. We detect
this error by checking if possible pairs of conflicting rules can happen at the
same time and analyze the rule traces, so as to point out the conflicting pair
of rules for manual correction.
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Scenario # Rules # Non-reachable # Redundant/ #Duplicated # Conflicted

Bedroom 17 2 8/3 2
Shower Room 22 5 16/2 -

Avg. Time(s) - 2.05 3.05 -

Table 1. Results of Experiments

4 Experiments and Discussion

We tested our implementation on two rulesets, which are rules used for two
respective areas, namely the bedroom and shower room. As shown in Table 1,
the two rulesets contain rules that are paired and tested for anomalies of non-
reachability, redundancy and logic conflicts. The advantage of using PAT over
other model checkers is that it provides feedback consisting of counterexamples
or traces of actions if any anomaly is detected, which is very useful for analysis
of our system. The traces can point out names of erroneous rules and their
respective violated properties. The activity sequence that leads to the property
violation will also be listed out.

From the experiments, we found cases of the following anomalies. In the bed-
room scenario, our system detected a rule that was non-reachable even after an
exhaustive simulation of all possible situations. We realized that it was a rule
defined to recognize an activity of opening a cupboard. However, in that partic-
ular state of the system at the time of detection, there was no sensor deployed to
detect such an activity. We subsequently confirmed that rule developers forgot
to remove this rule from the repository even after the use case of recognizing
cupboard usage has been previously abandoned. During the test for redundancy,
ACARP discovered five duplicated rules which were accidentally added into the
rule repository for testing and were not removed due to negligence.

Multiple pairs of logically conflicting rules were discovered within the rule-
sets used for our PeaceHaven deployment of the AMUPADH system. We also
observed multiple reminders that were simultaneously prompted to the same
user and we tried replicating such conflicting scenarios using the model checker
PAT. The verification result with regards to the reachability of this defined sce-
nario turns out to be valid within our model, thus providing us with a trace
that denotes the monitored user have been showering for a long period of time,
yet continues to ignore the reminder that prompts him to use the shower foam.
This was the reason that led to the triggering of two contradictory reminders
that request a user to perform activities in two different locations at the same
time, which is physically impossible. We were able to trace this situation using
our ACARP system.

Discussion From the experiments, we discovered the stated anomalies as de-
scribed by our defined properties. They could be caused by changes made to the
scenarios or rules. It is impractical to manually examine and verify the validity of
relatively large rulesets. Moreover, some existing rule verification techniques can
only perform simple syntax checking which fail to detect logical conflicts. The
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other techniques and methodologies also could not be used in our system due to
the high level language features used within modern rule engines, in addition to
the lack of general tools and support. Hence, our approach is required in order
to provide and perform features as stated within this paper and in addition,
also effectively detect the defined anomalies and be able to perform customized
verification for other testing purposes.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we presented a system that is able to use model checking tech-
niques and the model checker PAT in performing rule verification of activity
recognition rules within a smart home environment. We used Drools engine and
tested our rules within a deployment scenario at a local nursing home. In or-
der to ensure validity of the rules, we created a model of the rules and checked
for non-reachability, redundancy and logically conflicting properties of the rules.
These three important properties allow us to evaluate the rules and also assist
in automatic rule correction, therefore reducing reliance on human intervention
and the time needed for verifying the entire ruleset.
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